
Volum,
Design by Snøhetta

Model Volum 14

Volum is an exclusive series of glass lamps that are poetically simple yet
complex in their technically execution. The four blown glass globes with
glossy white finish come in different sizes measuring 14, 22, 29 and 42
cm in diameter. Thanks to their inherently distinct shapes, they
intuitively complement one another to form unique compositions.
Enhanced by a fluid and discreet design, each Volum globe features a
glossy white diffuser that lets light pass through evenly like glass does.
The collection includes several functions: suspension cluster suspension,
ceiling, wall and table versions, further exploring the concept of 360°.

Volum 14 Light source Structure: Silicone Diffuser: Blown glass On / Off

Medium Base E26 W / L max 12,5
cm
1× 25 W W / L max 4,92”
120 V Ø max 6 cm
Ø max 2,36”

On / Off Switch the cord

Bulb not included

Translucent Polished White 18781 1200U

Net weight: 1.76 lbs Parcels: 2

Options of Volum

Volum 22 Volum 29 Volum 42
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Volum,
Design by Snøhetta

Model Volum 22

Volum is an exclusive series of glass lamps that are poetically simple yet
complex in their technically execution. The four blown glass globes with
glossy white finish come in different sizes measuring 14, 22, 29 and 42
cm in diameter. Thanks to their inherently distinct shapes, they
intuitively complement one another to form unique compositions.
Enhanced by a fluid and discreet design, each Volum globe features a
glossy white diffuser that lets light pass through evenly like glass does.
The collection includes several functions: suspension cluster suspension,
ceiling, wall and table versions, further exploring the concept of 360°.

Volum 22 Light source Structure: Silicone Diffuser: Blown glass On / Off

Medium Base E26 W / L max 12,5
cm
1 × 25 W W / L max 4,92”
Ø max 6 cm
Ø max 2,36”

On / Off Switch the cord

Bulb not included

Translucent Polished White 18782 1200U

Net weight: 2.78 lbs Parcels: 2

Options of Volum

Volum 14 Volum 29 Volum 42

Lodes, via Pialoi 32,
30020 Marcon (Venezia) Italy
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Volum,
Design by Snøhetta

Model Volum 29

Volum is an exclusive series of glass lamps that are poetically simple yet
complex in their technically execution. The four blown glass globes with
glossy white finish come in different sizes measuring 14, 22, 29 and 42
cm in diameter. Thanks to their inherently distinct shapes, they
intuitively complement one another to form unique compositions.
Enhanced by a fluid and discreet design, each Volum globe features a
glossy white diffuser that lets light pass through evenly like glass does.
The collection includes several functions: suspension cluster suspension,
ceiling, wall and table versions, further exploring the concept of 360°.

Volum 29 Light source Structure: Silicone Diffuser: Blown glass On / Off

Medium Base E26 Ø max 9,8 cm
1 × 25 W Ø max 3,85”
120 V 

On / Off Switch the cord

Bulb not included

Translucent Polished White 18783 1200U

Net weight: 4.76 lbs Parcels: 2

Options of Volum

Volum 14 Volum 22 Volum 42

Lodes, via Pialoi 32,
30020 Marcon (Venezia) Italy
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Volum,
Design by Snøhetta

Model Volum 42

Volum is an exclusive series of glass lamps that are poetically simple yet
complex in their technically execution. The four blown glass globes with
glossy white finish come in different sizes measuring 14, 22, 29 and 42
cm in diameter. Thanks to their inherently distinct shapes, they
intuitively complement one another to form unique compositions.
Enhanced by a fluid and discreet design, each Volum globe features a
glossy white diffuser that lets light pass through evenly like glass does.
The collection includes several functions: suspension cluster suspension,
ceiling, wall and table versions, further exploring the concept of 360°.

Volum 42 Light source Structure: Silicone Diffuser: Blown glass On / Off

Medium Base E26
1× 25 W Ø max 9,8 cm
120 V Ø max 3,85”

On / Off Switch the cord

Bulb not included

Translucent Polished White 18784 1200U

Net weight: 7.58 lbs Parcels: 2

Options of Volum

Volum 14 Volum 22 Volum 29

Lodes, via Pialoi 32,
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